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Marvel's "Doctor Strange" follows the story of the talented neurosurgeon Doctor Stephen Strange who, after a
tragic car accident, must put ego aside and learn the secrets of a hidden world of mysticism and alternate
dimensions.Doctor Stephen Strange is a fictional superhero appearing in American comic books published by
Marvel Comics.Created by artist Steve Ditko and writer Stan Lee, the character first appeared in Strange Tales
#110 (cover-dated July 1963). Doctor Strange serves as the Sorcerer Supreme, the primary protector of Earth
against magical and mystical threats.Doctor Strange is a 2016 American superhero film based on the Marvel
Comics character of the same name, produced by Marvel Studios and distributed by Walt Disney Studios
Motion Pictures.It is the fourteenth film in the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU). The film was directed by
Scott Derrickson, who wrote it with Jon Spaihts and C. Robert Cargill, and stars Benedict Cumberbatch as the
title ...Doctor Strange 2 may not be officially confirmed by Marvel yet, but the MCU sequel is reported to be in
development. The first Doctor Strange movie was a reasonable success for Marvel, but it was the appearance of
Benedict Cumberbatch's Doctor Strange in Avengers: Infinity War that really helped fans to warm to the
character, and doubtless convinced Kevin Feige that the demand for a sequel was ...The latest Tweets from
Doctor Strange (@DrStrange). Marvel Studios' #DoctorStrange is available on Digital, Movies Anywhere, and
Blu-ray nowDoctor Strange Critics Consensus. Doctor Strange artfully balances its outré source material against
the blockbuster constraints of the MCU, delivering a thoroughly entertaining superhero origin ...As Master of
the Mystic Arts and Sorcerer Supreme, Doctor Strange is typically the world's foremost expert on magic, but it
wasn't always that way.Strange tells Nicodemus West why he's wrong. Despite all the objections of fellow
surgeon Nicodemus West, who wanted to start recovering the patient's organs immediately, Strange found a
perfectly intact bullet and realized the bullet was hardened by a poison that caused the patient to fail reflexes
tests and enter a death-like state.Realizing Doctor West misdiagnosed brain death in the ...Formerly a renowned
surgeon, Doctor Stephen Strange now serves as the Sorcerer Supreme—Earth’s foremost protector against
magical and mystical threats.Marvel's "Doctor Strange" follows the story of the talented neurosurgeon Doctor
Stephen Strange who, after a tragic car accident, must put ego aside and learn the secrets of a hidden world of
mysticism and alternate dimensions. - Doctor Strange

